THE REGION’S EXPORT MOMENT

G

lobal dynamics severely impacted the region during the
recession. Because of its dependence on the volatile
global aviation industry, the region has been at the mercy
of significant economic and employment shifts. Now, the region
needs a plan to address changes in the aviation industry and lead
underachieving sectors into the global marketplace.
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FOOTNOTES

The slow growth of aviation exports masks stron-
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oal: Nurture an intentional export economy in the
Wichita region that accelerates job growth, diversifies
exports and improves global competitiveness and fluency.

FIVE OBJECTIVES:
1. Catalyze export growth at five aviation suppliers per year.
2. Diversify exports by fostering growth of non-aerospace exports by
30 percent in five years and of services exports by 15 percent in five years.
3. Coordinate export assistance and promotional efforts to build a
recognizable export eco-system in two years.
4. Increase global fluency of the Wichita region by educating regional
community leaders and companies in at least two meetings annually.
5. Increase exports of small-medium sized companies by adding five
new-to-export non-aerospace companies annually, increasing the number
of new markets entered per year, and introducing exporting as a growth
strategy to 100 companies in five years.
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